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per cent, of its value 1, while in return the members were
exempt from payment of customs abroad and their goods
went under convoy.    This, it was claimed, was worth 3 per
cent,  to the members2,  and  therefore the Company was
profitable to the nation.    The calculation appears, however,
unduly favourable.    The Company is said to have raised
from 1616 to 1641 * as it hath been extracted out of their
own ledger books * £182,295 3, an average of over £7000 a
year.    In addition it received duties ' beyond the sea *: the
amount is not stated but it was probably not much less 4.
Now in the Parliament of 1624 the Company's privileges
were valued by its own advocate at £13,000 or £14,000 a
year fi.    Assuming this was a normal figure the inference
would seem to be that it cost the Merchant Adventurers,
despite  their assertions  to the contrary, nearly as much
to  preserve  the privileges  enjoyed abroad as they were
worth.    The ultimate loss was borne, not by the Company
which still had the profits of its monopoly, but by the manu-
facturers.    The imposition placed on cloth raised the price
abroad, so that the merchants were prevented from taking
advantage of their immunity from toll to sell cheaply and
extend their sales.    This affected the foreign demand and
stimulated Dutch competition, which in turn reacted ad-
versely upon English producers.    The sole benefit accrued
to the King and his courtiers upon whom were lavished
bribes, for which the impositions went to pay *.    The financial
difficulties of the Company were not necessarily due to mis-
management ;   its resources were strained in the effort to
maintain a monopoly which lacked parliamentary sanction ;
and the levy of impositions alone saved it from insolvency 7.
Although the victory of the interlopers registered a stage
1 Veneris (1662), 22.	a Ibid. 23.	3 Ibid. 21.
 *	The cloth exports amounted to £it000,000 in 1601 (supra, p. 228).
Allowing for a subsequent increase in the exports, the Company's exaction
of ' about one per cent.' would easily produce ^13,000.
 *	House of Commons Journals, i. 698, 784.
 *	Even the King suffered ultimately from a diminution of the customs
revenue.
7 '* If the imposts cease, [the loans] will be called in and the Company
utterly ruined, rather than which they would surrender their charter ":
State Papers Domestic, 1619-1623, p. 373. See also Hist. MSS. Comm. ix,
part ii. 47.

